
Universal cleaning pads MICRO
The meiko cleaning pad MICRO is a clean alternative 
to the commercial sponge:

Bacterial trap kitchen sponge
360 different species of bacteria on one 
cubic centimenter - up to 54 billion in total.

Danger for sensitive areas like hospitals, retirement homes or home care.

The cleaning pad can be washed around 500 times at up to 95°C (machine wash) 
and reused. This saves costs and protects the environment.

The cleaning pad could be used like a sponge or as 
alternative to a wipe.

Washing instead of throwing away

Purchase costs for cleaning sponges in comparison to cleaning pads and washing expenses:
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universally usable
washable at up to 95 °C and 
reusable

removes stubborn dirt
deep cleansing



Universal cleaning pads MICRO
Use it as wipe or sponge

The diff erence results � om combination of bristles and micro fi bers. Please use the right 
cleaning pad simply with water or a little detergent. The bristles remove even stubborn 
dirt, the micro fibers guarantee a thorough cleaning.

Due to its convenient shape and the internal seams, it even easily reaches into corners 
and hard-to-reach edges.

Color Item no.

white 921300-001-3

Color Item no.

white-blue 921310-001-3

Color Item no.

white-red 921330-001-3

Color Item no.

white-grey 921340-001-3

Color Item no.

assorted 921350-001-3

Color Item no.

white-yellow 921320-001-3

Universal cleaning pads MICRO: order unit: 5 pieces in box, size: 15 x 11 cm

meiko Textil GmbH
Alte Hofer Straße 4
95176 Konradsreuth
Germany

Tel. +49 (0) 9292 / 55-0
Fax +49 (0) 9292 / 55155
info@meiko-professional.de
www.meiko-professional.de

Intelligent solutions
Cleaning mitts MICRO, MICRO bristle mops and handpads MICRO corresponding to the 
cleaning pads MICRO are also available.

meiko – innovations that help you get ahead
We deliver well thought-out solutions with sustainable benefi ts.

We focus on cleanliness with a sense of proportion. Therefore our experts develop products 
for various application areas and surface structures. By this we guarantee that you achieve the 
best result by reasonable use of materials and at the same time you protect the environment.

We do our best every day.


